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Abstract: 
In this talk a reconfigurable system design methodology will be presented based on modules 
that are fundamental to realize system reconfiguration. The presented method consists of three 
pillars: module determination, module design and module synthesis. Module determination is to 
identify basic elements from a given set of functions for reconfiguration using axiomatic theory. 
Module design is to generate basic adaptive elements for reconfiguration using metamorphic 
theory. Module synthesis is to combine these elements to form a reconfigurable system against 
a set of criteria using multi-disciplinary design optimization (MDO) theory. The developed 
method has been applied to design a number of reconfigurable aerospace systems. Examples 
of continuous (shape adaptive) reconfigurable systems comprise morphing wings and morphing 
cabin. Examples of discrete reconfigurable systems contain reconfigurable aerospace 
manufacturing systems for riveting and polishing. Real-case designs will be presented to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of this science-based design methodology for reconfigurable 
systems.           
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